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This is the no-holds-barred autobiography by auto racing's most outspoken and most successful driver. A.J.
had at the time of writing raced at Indianapolis an unprecedented twenty-five times, and won it four times, as
no other man yet had, and as no one has yet surpassed. He had also won LeMans, Daytona, and four million
dollars. He had been the United States Auto Club Champion seven times. He is unique in that he has raced
an incredible variety of automobiles: both Championship cars and stockers, everything from sprint cars to
sports cars. There has been but one constant throughout his career: winning. Foyt is a man who always knew
exactly what he wanted, and went out and got it. In telling his story, he takes us where few fans have ever
been: into the cockpit of his race car, and into the mind of a man to whom racing is everything. He doesn't
hesitate to say what he thinks: There are bad drivers and good drivers, and A.J. names names. A.J. is also an
insider's assault on the Establishment, with first-time disclosures of how cutthroat competition for
multimillion dollar stakes motivates giant corporations as well as daredevil drivers. A.J. Foyt's career has not
been all checkered flags and cheering crowds. There have been terrible accidents, months of recuperation
from a broken back, and innumerable burns, breaks, and punctures. He's lost races because of minute
mechanical failures, and he's seen longtime competitors perish in clouds of flame and gnashing metal. A.J.
offers a uniquely candid look at a way of life lived only by a fearless few. A street kid who made it to the
pinnacle of his profession, A.J. looks back: at his accomplishments and his rush for glory, and shares with
his readers a rate opportunity to view a life devoted absolutely to winning races. And doing it better than
anyone else ever has.
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From reader reviews:

John Valdez:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite publication and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the e-book entitled A.J.. Try to stumble through book A.J. as your close friend. It means that it
can being your friend when you feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter than before. Yeah,
it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you much more confidence because you can know almost
everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience along with knowledge with this book.

Ian Louviere:

Now a day folks who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not require people to be aware of each details they get. How individuals to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Studying a book can help
individuals out of this uncertainty Information specially this A.J. book since this book offers you rich data
and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt in it you know.

Donald Benson:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our know-how for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we would like. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every
year ended up being exactly added. This e-book A.J. was filled concerning science. Spend your free time to
add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has various feel when they reading
any book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a publication. In the
modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you wanted.

James Longo:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This book A.J. was multi-colored and of course has pictures on the
website. As we know that book A.J. has many kinds or category. Start from kids until teens. For example
Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there. So , not at all
of book are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and loosen up. Try to choose the best book
to suit your needs and try to like reading in which.
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